FULL SERVICE
PRICING CATALOG

CD/DVD Products
Image Correction to Disc
All of our Full Service Prints and Products include colorcorrection, but if you do not want your images printed and
only want them color-corrected and put onto a disc, we can
do that too! Our trained lab technicians will adjust your JPEG
or RAW file images for color, brightness, density and contrast,
giving you the freedom to focus on your shooting, instead of
having to worry about the editing process.
Service

Price Per Image Disc Archive

Image Correction (JPEG)

$0.15

$8.95

Image Correction (RAW)

$1.00

$8.95

Feel free to print confidently from your Image Correction Disc!
Standard DVD Case w/ Cover Wrap and Printed Disc.

Disc Archiving
Do you need to transfer your images from your Compact Flash, Memory Stick, or USB to Disc? Or do you have a CD or DVD that
you want to make one or multiple copies of? Our Digital Media to Disc Archive Service is for just that!
Print Size

1 to 4

5 to 19

20 to 49

50 to 99

100 to 249

250 to 499

500 to 9999

Digital Media to Disc Archive Service

$8.95

$6.49

$4.95

$3.25

$2.75

$2.25

$1.75

Printed Disc Options
Printed full color and completely customizable, our discs have a matte surface
finish and display superior color and image quality. You’ll never wonder again what
your disc contains if you add a title and image to your discs.
Would you like us to custom design your Printed Disc? Our design staff has
designed Printed Discs for music artists and photography companies alike.
Contact one or our designers today!
Print Size

1 to 4

5 to 19

20 to 49

50 to 99

100 to 249

250 to 499

500 to 9999

Printed CD or DVD

$8.95

$7.95

$7.49

$6.95

$5.49

$4.95

$4.15

Standard DVD Cases
We offer Standard DVD Cases that come with a customizable slip-in sheet.
Print Size

1 to 4

5 to 19

20 to 49

50 to 99

100 to 249

250 to 499

500 to 9999

Standard DVD Case w/ Cover Wrap

$9.95

$7.49

$5.49

$4.95

$4.15

$3.49

$2.99
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